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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true?
A. A role can be granted to other roles.
B. A role can contain both system and object privileges.
C. The predefined connect role is always automatically granted to all new usersat the time of
their creation.
D. All roles are owned by the sys user.
E. A role cannot be assigned external authentication.
F. The predefined resource role includes the unlimited_tablespace privilege.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
References:

NEW QUESTION: 2
An instructor noticed that several learners were not paying attention, not completing the
assigned tasks, and were uninterested in the topic discussed. Which of the following is the BEST
action to motivate these learners?
A. Stress the importance of focusing at all times.

B. Send everyone on a break and resume the topic after break.
C. Move to another topic and come back to this one later.
D. Assign teams for a competitive group activity.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which installation method is not available for a new deployment of ESXi 5.x?
A. Interactive installation
B. Auto Deploy installation
C. Update Manager installation
D. Scripted installation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 hybrid deployment.
You have the on-premises mailboxes shown in the following table.
You add the mailbox permissions shown in the following table.
You plan to migrate the mailboxes to Exchange Online by using remote mailbox move requests.
The mailboxes will be migrated according to the schedule shown in the following table.
Mailboxes migrated the same week will have their mailbox move requests included in the same
batch and will be cut over simultaneously.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/exchange-hybrid
https://practical365.com/exchange-online/configuring-exchange-hybrid-cross-forest-permissi
ons/
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